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ABSTRACT
Arguably, one of the main benefits of flash technology is its speed. With this speed and efficiency come greater
scrutiny when this speed is impacted. Taking a process that clocks at six hours down to one hour is quite an
improvement. When that process slows to 1 hour 20 minutes, people want to know why. The purpose of this
session is to provide the answers as to why and illustrate a solution for the material impacts of NAND Dies,
blocks/erase blocks and their segments called pages and how they play in the execution of garbage collection,
write-cliff, The Flash Translation Layer (FTL) stale block management, Logical to Physical address translation
(LPT) and other nuances of flash technology. We all address the question Is the standard 2.5 SSD format really
the “Go Forward” format for an Optimized Data Center model?
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